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First GOAL of Semia:

thm (Landesman-LiA local system of rack <255
1 I 12

on analytically very general cure of glum g
is not of geometric outin.

&
today. introduce enough to prove toy version.

-baleo CIK curve. E lalgebrard recta
bundle on C.

· Tc = target shoot-



#

fn O Dift' (E) = 9CO.Clin. endomaphies TiE+ Sit

#(local) section of of Oc, v-seful- fell
is O-linear endemphism of E 3

-> first order differential operates E-E.

#ArLE) CDiffIE) is the Sub-sheaf St. Urethful-fell
is given by mult" by self), allocksection

O suppor p = Filtration onE. The AttiE At (E)
is the sheet of t's preserving po

↑

Istraightfound to check
R. 7 SES

O+Ecdp-(E) +Ar(E,P") whse f(x1 (F1=Se1f1.
8
- Tc + 0

I

&Moreover, splittings 94of this i #at connectionsDmE .. [AtlECTTO
Rak, for DCC a reduced divisor, have Tc-r) cTC

and Alina balls (def. as pallback
I

0 -> Ecdpr(51 + Atc.p(E,P) + Tc(-1)- 0

And splitting Is connection 1) Is along D.



&
Lak · attentially let T -

&rame bundle of E.

d R -> to (ooh, I3.
= principal Glu-bole

the home STS m π

o -> Tik -> TH+ PTc+ o

which is Glu-eg, and deseech to STSm(.

The descended SES is precisely

0 -> End IE) + AtIE) ->Tc ->O

from above.

· Similarly, for filtration PCE, use p =

SFrames compatible with 40%, principal
P-bundle where PCGlu is parabolic

preserving p



2. Isommodern
*

E.0 Cmites wi
-

↑: C+2 proper subversion,
i=,...,h

Files connected of dimine, si:
0 -> To dissection

3o 4) D contractise, with C= +(0), 5 = Vim(si), D= CrD.

ofd
-Lemma IE,C) flat restor Adle

C x.(c() = π,((Δ) !-

on a with veg fing clay (
th (E.x) extend to 610.

extech uniquely to (.)
Then use Edgne's camineda

exth to get E.
(#..3. above is the isommocemic defination

For 4: Tsin, we call it the air, is def

Example family of Faulia. It, 115 in proper sen-

and for end 500 set flat ball

takts/ts) a Es



[Ts =fiber ofJonlineonararerefineMar(t/4)
↓
Q. ↓ I

⑳k
· fibers locally canonically isonaptic is Mis(ts) = character variety.

"Isgives foliation on Marelf(4) (="non-abelian connection

Con the space han (610)
·

leaves of foliation = iso def.



sanctionthem
Let IC,D, E, po) be as above

Consider the deformation problems:

&. For (A,n) Artin Dalg flat maptism

· Defccin) (5) = 9 1.8) ->
Spa

1: C-> C
industy io" CIEx Spec Alan

taking D icomplice to DxSoc)
· DeFCC, D, E, poA)- & (f.d)tas

econ

infiltration....



#(i) Def) DIs/SH [H(C,A+(p)(E,PY)
C, D, E, PY

Pef(c,b)(k(3)/c2)
15(ii) the induced map tilTc(-()(+)Atccp(E))
is that given by to

(iii) if P deform cade iso in the direction 5(HTc(()),
the

5+((((xct() -> HA+cop()/AUCEP1)Iforget p. (C,D)
RakS ① Intuitively 0-> Ed(E) + At (E) -> Tc +O...

and recall hilEdIED: target space to

def of itself-
*

HTc)= fet space to def of itself.
& & HACE1) Combine bett. deformation&Proof of (i)use frame bundle it from above, get clan tilt. TH

equiarint for Gln-action it class (H'(At(E)

land same for AUCE,P), etc.
.



#eceandFixgoalof thissaidones, an ancydials
ofvery general cue is not gentric engin.



&·atmiLCavedwithabreadtheVanECOmeticrank&comesiteare
If. Have SES

F- Tc At(E)/A+(E,1) aq - o
-(Fil)&. = ( ⑱ca ~ theory

neg degree if not ise-fhice.

Note that Fill deforms in all directions, so induced map HlTc-H'(L) is identicely
ze0by (iii) of Proposition above.

But have 0 -> Hild)+ Hilic-Hil +H(9) =0,
and hence

H(2) =0.

.

H(L) = HL =0 -> degL = g- 1 (PR)

which contradicts deg) (0, as

required.
B



Note the above actually shows that if V is of rank 2
...

and underlies UHS (and of ao mmodrany), then
the Univ. isommodionic deformation does not

underlie a UHS


